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Super narrow black frame

Super narrow frame,half the size of a coin, the 
appearance is more elegant. Do not occupy 
screen space, expand writing area and more 
conducive to screen display. 



Zero fit

Transparent medium
CG

TP

LCM

A non-adhesive transparent medium with 
refraction coefficient equivalent to glass is filled 
between TP and display screen. On the one 
hand, there is no gap between glass and 
display screen, which reduces diffuse reflection 
and improves display effect; On the other hand, 
it is very simple to assemble and maintain 
because it is not sticky.



Write freely

Tacteasy

• write everything with Whiteboard pen or touch pen
• Highly sensitive, write the teaching content thoroughly and 

fluently



Multiple scenarios

Suitable for meeting and teaching, a variety of functions 
to meet different requirements of users, easy to use , 
providing an effective solution for office and teaching.
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Type - C fully functional (optional)

The mobile phone can be directly connected to the large-screen 
display through Type-C. Photos, videos and files in the mobile 
phone can be directly projected to the large-screen for viewing, and 
can even be operated in separate screens without interference 
between the large and small screens.



18

HDMI
Good quality
The digital interface provides video quality 
without the loss of analog-to-digital 
conversion. This is especially noticeable at 
high resolutions such as 1080p or even 4K.

Easy to use
A single cable integrates video and multi-
channel audio signals, making it much more 
practical than in the past when you had to 
connect multiple cables.

Smart
 HDMI supports two-way communication 
between video sources and playback 
devices, enabling auto-configuration and 
one-click playback. With HDMI, the device 
automatically transmits the valid format to 
the connected display device, so the user 
doesn't have to try to set the resolution 
himself.



4K UHD display

High-definition images and video playback, anti-glare 
protection, providing a colorful and fascinating visual 
feast. Make multimedia resources widely used in teaching.
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Interactive Flat Panel Display

65”  75”  86”  for a variety of sizes
Built-in camera 
(optional)

Front input interface Sound Touch Pen

Front input interface
1*HDMI IN, 1*Touch USB, 
1*USB2.0, 1*USB3.0

Back Input interface
2*HDMI IN, 1*Touch USB, 
1*USB2.0, 1*USB3.0, 1*AV 
IN, 1*RJ45, 1*RS232

Back Output interface 
1*Earphone, 1*AV OUT, 
1*SPDIF OUT

Ultra-narrow 
black border



IFPD Dimensions
Various sizes can be customized to meet the needs.

LongmmWide28.8mm

Highmm

65”  
Long 1428.5mm
High 803.5mm

75”
Long 1649.7.1mm
High 927.9mm

86”
Long 1872mm
High 1053mm
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